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Why are referring physicians important?

Physicians are the 
primary 

gatekeepers to 
hospital use.

Most consumers rely
on their doctor’s 
recommendation for 
which hospital to use.
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What about consumers
who self-select hospitals?

Most consumers who go 
online to research 
hospitals primarily do so 
to confirm what they’ve 
heard from their doctors.

The primary source of 
information for many 
consumers who say they
self-select hospitals is 
their doctor.
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How do physicians make recommendations?

Physicians generally 
recommend 

specialists, rather 
than hospitals.

Those recommend-
ations are frequently 
based on existing 
relationships.
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How do physicians make 
recommendations (cont.)

Physicians who need 
to find a specialist 
on a hospital’s 
website generally 
find it difficult to so. 
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How do physicians decide which 
specialists to refer to?

Established relationships

••Someone they went to medical school with
••Someone they’ve met personally
••Someone they’ve heard speak
••Good prior experiences

Other physicians
••Recommendations from

other physicians

Their patients
••Specialists that their patients

have had good experiences
with
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What makes physicians satisfied 
with referrals?

Easy referral process

Availability of timely appointments

Timely, complete communication with specialist

Good patient outcomes

Patient satisfaction

Retaining their patients
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How to increase referrals?

••Unintended consequence of hospitalists: loss of 
informal connections
••Build connections between referring physicians 

and specialists
••Grand rounds
••Lunches/dinners/other events
••Tours/demonstrations
••Education programs (with CMEs, if possible)
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How to increase referrals? (cont.)

Educate referring physicians 
about what your hospital offers

Physician liaisons

Other communications with referring 
physicians 
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How to increase referrals (cont.)?

Simplify the referral process

Use technology to enhance communication 
with referring physicians

Do usability testing on your website to ensure 
that referring physicians can easily get the 
information they need about your specialists 
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